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OUR VISION, AMBITION AND VALUES
During 2020 we worked with students, parents/carers, teachers, schools, partners, staff and
trustees to develop a vision for music education in Bromley.

BYMT VISION
All children, young people and the wider community benefit from the enriching and
transformative power of music.

OUR AMBITION
To work with families, schools and partner organisations to ensure that students can:
SING - PLAY - CREATE
Enabling them to:
ACHIEVE - INSPIRE - ENJOY

OUR VALUES
o Excellence at the heart of what we do.

o We believe that everyone should be able to explore their creativity and enrich their
lives through music.

o We celebrate the diversity of all music forms and makers.

o We believe learning and interaction with music should be engaging,
inclusive, progressive and undertaken in a supportive environment.
o Respect and professionalism in all that we do.

OUR STRATEGIC AIMS - September 2021 to August 2023

1. To support Bromley schools in providing outstanding music education.
ALL Bromley children will receive an outstanding music education.

3. To develop musical progression pathways.
Children and young people will access a broad range of outstanding
musical pathways which meet their needs and interests.

2. To ensure that everyone is included.
Children and young people's music will be HEARD:
Holistic placing emphasis on personal, social and musical outcomes.
Equitable people facing the biggest barriers receive the most support.
Authentic developed with and informed by the people we do it for.
Representative participants and colleagues reflect our diverse society.
Diverse all musical genres, styles, practices are valued equally.

4. To nurture life-long enjoyment of music.
All members of the community will engage in outstanding musical
experiences.
5. To develop wider community awareness of BYMT.
Everyone in the wider community will know that BYMT exists, what our
offer is and how to access it.
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WELCOME
Welcome to the Bromley Youth Music Trust (BYMT) Annual Review 2020/2021.
As so much of our music making relied on online resources and platforms this year, we thought it only
appropriate that our annual review for this period should also be digital. Please do click on the link
button on each page to view some of the digital resources and performances produced by our creative
Heads of Department and teachers.
Despite the challenges, musically there has been lots to celebrate at BYMT this year. This is as a result of
the determination, creativity and hard work of all our students, staff and licensed teachers, with the
unwavering support of parents/carers, schools, trustees, alumni and partner organisations.
Throughout the year we received lots of moving accounts of how BYMT activity supported children,
young people and adults through this challenging period. We know that music has a positive impact
upon our wellbeing, and the feedback we received from children at Crofton Infant School following a
staff brass ensemble performance demonstrates this brilliantly!

"It changed my mood to excited!" - "I felt alive" - "I felt so happy I almost cried" - "I danced all the way
back to the classroom." - "It made me feel like I was sliding down a rainbow!" - "It made me feel happier
with more energy."
BYMT is an extended musical family, and the support received this year has been truly breathtaking. A
great demonstration of this support was when 300 musicians of all ages came together digitally in a
mass performance of 'Ode to Joy'. Please click on the link on the left to view this fantastic performance.
BYMT is looking to the future with positivity and in 2021/22 our priority will be to encourage as many
musicians as possible to participate in BYMT ensembles/groups and holiday courses. In addition to our
established ensembles, we will also offer new exciting opportunities including early years classes, song
writing sessions, samba and beginner groups.
I would like to offer my thanks to our dedicated trustees and advisers, who have given their time freely
to support BYMT through this challenging period. Finally, I would like to thank the amazing team at
BYMT who have worked tirelessly to ensure that music making in Bromley was able to continue
throughout the pandemic despite the challenges.
We look forward to a successful year of in-person music making in 2021-22!
Gerald Sterling
CEO/Head of Service

Click Here for
Ode to Joy
Performance

‘ODE TO JOY’ by BYMT Mass Ensemble

MESSAGE FROM CHAIR

At the end of a year like no other we are able to say, with justifiable pride, that BYMT kept its promise
at the start of the pandemic to KEEP MAKING MUSIC. The lockdown restrictions and accompanying
government guidance were daunting, to say the least, but the BYMT team made an early decision to
do everything in their power to ensure that music education and performance opportunities would
continue in some form or other.
Supported by the trustees, the Trust’s leaders, teachers and tutors rolled up their sleeves and used
every ounce of their creativity, innovation, resourcefulness and determination to provide a truly
ground-breaking learning environment for our students. As well as refining all the technical aspects of
online learning there was also the question of making sure that we stayed afloat financially and that
involved numerous meetings between the trustees and the leadership team so that we could take full
advantage of the various lifelines such as the furlough scheme and the Culture Recovery Fund. It was
touch and go at times, but such was the sense of optimism we were determined not to fail.
The trustees will be forever grateful to BYMT leaders, teachers, tutors and support staff for their
committed and selfless support during this difficult period of our history. And we must not forget our
young musicians, and their families, who have been so loyal and supportive and have adapted so well
to a different way of doing things, and also our patrons and donors for their continued support. To
everyone who has accompanied us on this rollercoaster ride, a mighty “thank you”.
I hope you enjoy reading this review of the Trust’s activities during the pandemic. It was an
extraordinary time for the whole world but here, in this little corner of south-east London, BYMT has
coped with the crisis with its customary panache, and we face the future with confidence, excitement
and only a hint of trepidation.
The trustees wish all BYMT students, staff, parents and supporters a safe and enjoyable summer break
and look forward to catching up with you during the new academic year, by which time we have been
promised a return to normality.
With all good wishes.
Len Blomstrand,
Chair of BYMT Board
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OUR WORK IN SCHOOLS
In January 2020 we received funding to encourage secondary aged boys to participate in
peripatetic lessons and ensembles. As a result, we were able to provide demonstrations and workshops in
3 schools that reached more than 500 boys. It is encouraging that many boys have already commenced
instrumental tuition as a result of this project.
During lockdown when schools closed, our curriculum team created a range of exciting and interactive
KS1/KS2 curriculum videos which all Bromley schools were able to share with their students. Sessions
included singing, table-top drumming, composition and listening.
In the Summer Term 2021 we introduced new KS2 whole class PLAY projects using hand bells and
specialised beginner woodwind instruments called Doods and Toots! These pilots were very successful,
and more children will be enjoying these new PLAY projects from September 2021. In addition, we will be
launching a new early years' music programme in infant schools and BYMT music centres.
The pandemic undoubtedly had a negative impact upon music making in schools, with a 50% drop in
instrumental/vocal lessons, reduced numbers of whole class projects and children often being unable to
sing at school. However, restrictions have now been lifted and we expect to be able to deliver all our
services as normal in September 2021.
To help encourage our return to music making all Bromley Schools have been given the opportunity to
access our 'Inspire' programme free of charge until 2022. This programme provides schools with access to
instrumental and vocal demonstrations, as well as workshops. Already 24 schools are involved in this
programme, and we expect this number to increase throughout the year. Feedback both from children and
schools has been very positive and we look forward to September with optimism.
Inspire Performance feedback, Crofton Infants
"It made me feel like I was sliding down a rainbow!" aged 5
"It changed my mood to excited!" aged 6
"I felt so happy I almost cried" aged 6
"I felt like I wanted to dance." aged 7

Primary SLA

Secondary SLA

40

26

Number of resource
Videos Produced

Primary schools
receive music
curriculum support

2 132
%
Schools host
lessons from
BYMT teachers
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INSTRUMENTAL & VOCAL LESSONS
Following the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020, we responded quickly in
adapting the delivery of all our instrumental and vocal lessons by providing
regular online individual tuition for 1617 students. This online academy proved
extremely successful and widened our geographical reach, including attracting
students from outside the UK. We plan to continue offering online provision where
appropriate in 2021/2022.
Our pilot of online group keyboard lessons for infant children to learn alongside their
parent/carer has proved extremely successful with more than 70 families attending
virtually each week. It is hoped that these students will soon be soon join our Piano
Virtuosi classes at BYMT.
Throughout 2020/2021 BYMT hosted a range of online performance opportunities for
solo instrumentalists and singers.
In the Spring Term 2022 we will be repeating our highly successful instrument try-out
sessions through a new online booking service.
To support schools and teachers, in 2020 we introduced a new online registration
system for lessons, ensembles and holiday courses. This has enabled us to reach new
audiences for our services.

224
Licensed music
teachers in Bromley
Schools

79,629
Hours of music
lessons delivered
to children in
2020

300
Students participated in
online concerts

Click Here to
apply for
lessons

Link to solo
performances

My son J is totally enjoying his sessions with his teacher & he
looks forward to face-to-face sessions in the future, but this
virtual learning is also convenient.

Sitting A-Levels this year, so online lessons works well
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ONLINE INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL DEMONSTRATIONS
To help encourage take-up of instrumental and vocal lessons our Heads of Department developed a range of introductory videos, recorded by BYMT students
past and present, which can be accessed at home or at school.

Click Here
for demos
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ENSEMBLES, CHOIRS AND PERFORMING ARTS

Ensemble playing was particularly challenging for all musicians during the pandemic. In March
2020 BYMT responded quickly to the situation and delivered online sessions for all its
ensembles, supported by a range of digital resources including backing tracks, instructional
videos and parts.
In between lockdowns, we adapted to social distancing rules by providing a range of small
groups/ensembles in our Covid secure rehearsal venues in Petts Wood, Anerley and
Beckenham. In the Summer Term 2021 we were able to grow the size of our ensembles in
Petts Wood by holding rehearsals in our new super-sized marquee!

27%

3,567

Children attended
ensembles during
Lockdown

Sadly, adult ensemble tuition was particularly hard-hit by social distancing guidelines
throughout the pandemic. However, the purchase of the marquee did enable most adult
ensembles to resume in June 2021.
As social distancing restrictions have now been lifted we look forward to all ensembles
returning in the Autumn Term 2021, with the addition of a new elementary wind group,
samba band and songwriting group.

BYMT brought so much pleasure to my childhood, the very best of
friendships that I am still lucky enough to have today. I felt so proud
and lucky to be able to play in band ensembles with other amazing
young musicians who inspired me to do better… I still play music, I still
come back to play with XBY when my life permits and I still have the joy
in my life of memories spent with amazing, passionate teachers and my
best friends.

Click here to apply for
ensembles

PERFORMANCES AND WORKSHOPS
For more than 15 months it was not possible for BYMT to hold 'live'
in-person performances. However, BYMT was able to showcase the
fantastic work of students through end of term digital performances,
produced by our amazing Heads of Department.
In the summer term 2021, social distancing guidelines were relaxed,
and we were able to organise outdoor informal performances for all
our groups. We look forward to regular in-door performances
opportunities returning once again in the Autumn Term 2021.
Throughout 2021/22 we piloted a range of exciting online workshops
they included:
• Family Beatboxing with Andy Frost. 90 families spent an enjoyable
Sunday afternoon beatboxing together.
• A Music Industry Mentoring Course, delivered in partnership with
Crystal Palace Community Trust. 77 students participated in
workshops delivered by BYMT alumni. Sessions included
orchestral playing careers, music production, teaching and
songwriting.

Click Here for
Performances

300

727

6000

169

Young musicians &
singers took part in
our streamed digital
performances

Children
participated in new
online ensembles &
groups

Viewings of our
Summer 2020
digital
performances

Number of
students and
families involved in
online workshops
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HOLIDAY COURSES – Summer 2021
During the summer, we welcomed nearly 300 children to our holiday course programme
with the support of the SCOPS Trust.
Summer Sounds – Beginner Course
Every child sang in a choir and had the opportunity to learn a range of instruments
including piano, ukulele, violin, cello, flute, clarinet, trumpet, steel pan and orchestral
percussion. After just 4 half-days of learning children performed to their parents/carers
in a fabulous outdoor performance.
We also held our first ever songwriting course which was attended by 13 secondary
school students. Over the period of 4 mornings they collaborated in smaller groups to
write, record and then perform 3 songs to each other. Such was the enthusiasm and
success of this project that we are adding this offer to the regular timetable of weekly
activities held at BYMT.
"The course was thoroughly enjoyed by both my (very different)
children. There seemed to be plenty to keep them both interested as
they enthusiastically recounted the sessions each day at pickup time"

BYMT International Piano School
Almost 100 children and adults attended our annual summer piano school, participating
in a range of lessons, masterclasses and performances, as well as hearing the tutors
perform their own recital. One particular highlight was a concert of Saint-Saëns Carnival
of the Animals given by BYMT Advanced Piano Maestros.
BYMT Music Theatre Summer Course
90 students spent a week being directed by performers from the West End before
putting on show in the marquee in front of a very excited and appreciative audience.
We were fortunate to receive funding from CPCT to produce a video of this event.
"My son loved the experience.
The performance at the end was heart-warming."
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TRAINING AND SUPPORT
As most BYMT teachers had never taught online before, we organised a
training session at the start of the Summer Term 2020. This session
was delivered by a specialist online music school based in Scotland and
provided our teachers with guidance on the technical aspects of online
teaching.
The Covid guidance for music delivery constantly changed throughout the
year and BYMT supported school leadership teams by providing guidance
on the safe delivery of music tuition. In addition, Jessica Rabin and David
Bullen, our primary and secondary curriculum specialists, met with music
leads and provided tailored support.
To ensure everyone felt supported and able to communicate with BYMT
throughout this period the Senior Leadership Team made themselves
available for online meetings. Schools, employees and Licensed Teachers
were able to book at their convenience. We also arranged a virtual lunch
club for teachers to meet online and chat informally.
At the start of the 2020/21 academic year, we held our annual staff
training day online. In addition, to faculty meetings, our teachers
attended online training sessions delivered by Music Mark. Sessions
included online teaching and Diversity and Inclusion training.
In the Summer Term 2021 BYMT organised a primary teacher training
session on teaching Garageband and using iPads for composition. This
session was delivered by Ben Sellers from Transformance Music and was
well received by all who attended.

"Probably the best CPD I have had. To the point,
practical, taught by an expert. Really excellent."
Primary Music Lead

MUSICAL PROGRESSION

For those of us of a certain age the word Zoom most probably conjures up memories of a
multi coloured ice lolly or the one hit wonder pop song of the same name. Fast forward to
mid 2020 and Zoom had taken on an altogether different meaning. BYMT had gone full
Zoom ahead. Zoom lessons, meetings and ensemble rehearsals were in full swing, we
were all embracing the Zoom. So far so good. But what about starting a pupil on Zoom.
(silently groans, envisaging broken clarinet reeds and mangled keys).
The new academic year starts and there it is, an application for online clarinet
lessons. Isabelle, a Yr. 3 pupil at Crofton Primary School is signed up ready to go. Yes, there
were a few broken reeds and a mangled key or two, but Isabelle makes rapid progress, she
is literally zooming her way through Clarinet Basics, ably assisted by mum or dad and
sometimes her cello playing brother, Daniel.
After two terms of Zoom we finally meet for face -to- face lessons. Isabelle is preparing for
her Grade 4 ABRSM performance exam. The earlier zoom lessons have paid off and
Isabelle passes the exam with Distinction in July 2021, having played the clarinet for less
than a year. This is a remarkable achievement at any time, even more so given we had not
met in person until the start of the Summer Term. Congratulations to Isabelle and bravo
to all at BYMT who have kept music alive through such difficult times.
Carl O’Shea
Head of Woodwind
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INSTRUMENT HIRE

Despite the logistical challenges, BYMT hired an extensive range of instruments to schools, students of all experience and
adult learners. For students that accessed our Young Musician Bursary Scheme we offered discounted hire to ensure that
no one was excluded.
To simplify the instrument hire process, we moved the process online using specialist music service software called
SpeedAdmin. This software also now manages our lesson and ensemble applications, invoicing and timetables.

2,999
Instruments hired for
individual lessons,
ensembles and Whole
Class Teaching

In addition to individual hire, BYMT also provided schools with a range of whole class sets of instruments: Doods & Toots,
Hand Chimes, Keyboards, PBuzz, Recorders, Ukuleles and Djembe.

Click Here to hire an
instrument

Alto Saxophone I Baritone I Bassoon I Cello I Clarieneo I Clarinet I Cornet I Double Bass I Euphonium I Flute
French Horn I Harp I Oboe I Ptrumpet I Pbone I Trumpet I Trombone I Tuba I Viola I Violin
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BROMLEY MUSIC HUB PARTNER ORGANISATIONS

BYMT is the lead partner of the Bromley Music Hub, a network of organisations that support
the musical development of children and young people in Bromley.
We would like to thank all our partners for their support and work during 2020/21.

All Saints Church, Orpington I Arts Train I Churchill Theatre I Claire Tillotson
Music Therapy I Crystal Palace Community Trust I Hub Music Shop I
Kinetika Bloco I Langley Park School for Boys I London Music Fund I Maxwell
Mini Music I Monkey Music I Rotary in the Borough of Bromley I Sound
Connections I St George’s Church, Beckenham.
Music Hub Partner Schools during 2020 - 2021

Alexandra Junior I Balgowan Primary I Bickley Park I Breaside I Clare House
Primary I Crofton Junior I Darrick Wood Junior I Farnborough I Farringtons I
Harris Primary Academy Beckenham I Harris Primary Academy Beckenham
Green I Harris Primary Academy Crystal Palace I Harris Primary Academy Kent
House I Harris Primary Academy Shortlands I Hawes Down I Hayes Primary I
Highfield I James Dixon I Leesons I Manor Oak I Oak Lodge I Perry Hall I
Poverest I Red Hill I Southborough I St George's, Bickley CE I St Joseph's
Catholic I St Mark's CE I St Mary Cray I The Highway I Tubbenden I Unicorn I
Valley I Wickham Common I Worsley Bridge I Bullers Wood School for Boys I
Charles Darwin I Chislehurst School for Girls I Coopers I Darrick Wood I Eden
Park High I Harris Academy Beckenham I Hayes I Langley Park Boys I Langley
Park Girls I Ravens Wood.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 2020 - 2021
2020/2021 was one of the most financially challenging periods in BYMT's history.
The lockdowns had a devasting impact upon our income generation as we were
unable to deliver and charge for services as planned. Fortunately, we were able to
recover much of this lost income by a successful bid to the Cultural Recovery Fund
and by accessing the Job Retention Scheme.
In addition, we received amazing support through our Keep Making Music
Fundraising Campaign. We are incredibly grateful to everyone who supported BYMT
during this difficult time - thank you.
Looking ahead to 21/22, the financial situation looks more challenging than
2020/21 as we transition to the ‘new normal’ without the Covid support
funds. However, we have been able to attract some new funding for this period and
plan to diversify our income streams to ensure that BYMT becomes financially
sustainable.
Key Financial Facts Fiscal Year 21/22:

26%

0%

75k

We received 26% of
our expected traded
income

We received 0% of
our expected income
from concert ticket
sales

Total income from
donations

FUNDRAISING ACHIEVEMENTS

In the summer term 2020, our ensemble offer went online. As this was a new and unfamiliar
way of delivering our services, we waived the termly fee but were humbled by the generosity of
members making donations for this opportunity.
In December 2020 we joined a new fundraising site - GlobalGiving - which gives us a worldwide
platform to support our fundraising. We set an initial target of £11,000 for our Young Musicians’
Bursary Fund and our CEO, Gerald Sterling got this off to a fantastic start by running a
marathon. Meanwhile the admin team embarked on a 'team bonding' exercise to learn the
Ukulele from scratch in just six week supported by BYMT’s Head of Guitar, Steve Dowdell. After
much effort and a lot of laughs, a recording of their performance was produced by BYMT’s Head
of Percussion, Chris Woodham.
All donations, no matter how small, are gratefully received and will enable BYMT to reach
greater numbers of children.

Click Here to
donate

Ukulele
performance

Some of our fundraising achievements this year:

£11k

£12k

£600

Raised via Global
Giving

Raised via Virgin
Money Giving

Raised via Text
Donating

£19k
Raised via BYMT
Patrons
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SUPPORT

As many families were financially impacted by the pandemic, we extended the reach of our
Young Musician’s Bursary Scheme (YMB) so that more families can benefit from subsidised
learning. More information can be found here:
https://ukbromley.speedadmin.dk/registration#/voucher

I had free lessons through BYMT and joined all the orchestras. This opened a new world for me.
At school I became ‘the violinist’ ‘the musician’ – everyone knew who I was, I could escape play times (my
choice), it gave me a hobby and best of all I was able to teach my dad something and it gave me extra
time with him. Without the lessons from BYMT none of this would have happened.
I am now a teacher for BYMT and it’s so rewarding!

In May we appointed a SEN Consultant who is a Nordorff Robbins trained Music Therapist. She hit
the ground running and within a matter of weeks we were consulting with school SENCOs
through feedback surveys and on-site visits where requested.
CPD is being planned for teachers in schools to learn 'how to work musically with children with
special needs' and our peripatetic teachers have received individual advice and support on SEN
pupils they are working with.
We are very much looking forward to expanding our work in this area.

We are very keen on music and would like every child in our
school to have the opportunity to access it in some way,
regardless of SEND or Pupil Premium

Click Here
for YMB
Scheme
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PATRONS

The BYMT community has been so generous during the last year and
our Patrons provide a solid bedrock of continuous financial support
that makes a big difference to the music services we can offer.
We are committed to building our Patron numbers from the
thousands of pupils, families and friends associated with BYMT as we
all know Music Changes Lives! You can join our Patron’s scheme
from as little as £5 per month.

Click Here to
become a
Patron

7
2
%

Click Here
to donate

(BYMT) gave me a whole new social group of like-minded people who
became friends for life, it was fun & challenging, and you didn’t realise
just how much you were learning because teachers and leaders made it
so much fun! It was my extended family. I wouldn’t be teaching &
playing now if it weren’t for the love, encouragement, support and
friendship I was shown in my formative years by BYMT staff & fellow
musicians.

THANK YOU
Thank you to everyone who has supported BYMT through Virgin Moneygiving, Globalgiving, Fundraising, Texts to Melody and Ode to Joy. But
especially to our patrons for their regular donations.
Supporters
Chris & Jo Addison I Harry Alger I Roger and Pauline Allard I Roger Argente I Graham Arthur I Mr & Mrs Philip Atkinson I Alan Bampton I In Memory of
John Alan Barker I Mrs V F Barker I Dr H Bellsham-Revell & Family I Jane Bennett I Nick Beston I Margaret Bines I Ian Bleasdale & Sharon Speake I Dr
Phil and Kate Blincow I Dr Paul Booth I Rachel Bowley I Mr & Mrs Tony Bradshaw I Johnston and Margaret Brown I Stuart Brown I Browns Solicitors I
Roger Cambray I Gill & Garf Collins I Richard & Andrea Cooper I David Cruwys I Dr Jeremy Dwight I Alex East I Rebecca East I David Ellen I Duncan
Hellicar I Karen and Mike Folkes I William Ford I Stephen Fuller I Mrs Patricia J Gallon I Michael Gamlen I Dr Anita Gavrilovic I In Memory of John
Georgiadis I Jane Bovell and Charles Grimes I Joanna Henley I David & Sheila Hepworth I Sue Highmore I Peter Hodkinson I Mr Brian Holland I Karl and
Sally Holmes I Kenneth & Janet Hotten I Dave & Vicky Hunt I Mr & Mrs Brian Jeffrey I Martin & Tricia Jolly I Julia Josephs I Michael & Monica Killpack I
Jacqui Lait I Mr & Mrs Lake I Richard & Mary Lambeth I Lindsey Lamb I Dr D Lamb & Mr T Costello I Richard Lane OBE & Paula Lane I John & Gerda
Loosemore I Annette Mace I Wendy Mackay I Mageni Trust I Roger & Anne Manning I Charlie Mason I Emma Mason I Richard & Linda Mason I Mr A &
Mrs J McClellan I Mr & Mrs McNeil I Ms Midori Miyasaka I Joe & Jewell Mooney In Memory of Gloria Mike I Harvey Moores I Fergus Morrison I Alex
Moss I Mr Dennis Mycroft I Rebecca Newson I Mr & Mrs M J Oliver I Julia Orford I Jon and Vanessa O'Sullivan I Geoffrey & Hazel Otton I Geoffrey &
Marjorie Parker I Brenda Parsons I Phillip & Anne Pascall I Roger & Angela Pettit I Mrs Helen Purdon I Brian Reading I Barry & Joan Remnant I Catherine
Roblett I Ann Richardson I Vicky Rockport I Ian & Phillipa Rowe I Dr Sara Scott I Mr I Searle I Richard Shaw I Clive & Susie Shelton I Sir Roger Simms I
Simon & Isobel Smales I Sian Stickings & Simon Smith I Tim & Becky Sowter I David & Elaine Storey I Doreen and Tony Sykes I Ruth Thorpe I Claire
Tillotson I Gillian Tompkins I Jane Tyler & David Burton I Francesca Walker I Roy and Barbara Walmsley I Gareth Walters I Emma Wanostrocht I Mr &
Mrs Peter Whitehead I John Wilson I Angela Wright I Anne Yolland I Rotary Clubs Bromley District
Corporate Supporters
Baxter & Co I Clarkson Wright & Jakes I Handtek Ltd I Liberata I The Music Hub I Safe Data Storage
Trustees / Directors/ Advisers
Len Blomstrand I Vicki Boaden I Rob Hardy I Tricia Jolly I Alex Moss I Suzy Oldfield I Sue Polydorou MBE I Lorraine Richards I Jane Walters I Jo Brinkley I
Ashleigh Hope I Cllr Robert McIlveen I Maxim Rowlands
BYMT Staff
Sheree-Marie Abraham I Lydia Anderson I Sinne Brock I Sue Brown I Lora Dimitrova I Steve Dowdell | Rosalind Killpack I Elaine Kingscott I Nicholas
Koungoue I Sam Levett I Julie MacDonald I Linda Mason I Carl O'Shea I Jessica Rabin I Libby Relph I Andrew Riches I Stephanie Seeney I Sharon Speake I
Gerald Sterling I Gina Storey | Simon Sundermann I Jim Vincent I Tim Wells I Chris Woodham
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BROMLEY YOUTH MUSIC TRUST
Southborough Lane
Bromley BR2 8AA
bymt.co.uk
contact@bymt.co.uk
0208 467 1566
@bromleyyouthmusic
@OfficialBYMT

